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Attitudes_an ittitude loeasureme .a.re crjtical-
cothponentsH of teaching and learning and the instructional developer
should collect as much relevant data about that process as possible.
It is important for instructional developers to qtudy the attitudes
of 1.arners in order to demonstrate attitude/achievement
reldtionships, promoteattitudinal .P.ositior, reduce attitudinal
influence, and to assess the impact of specific instruction. Attitude
measurement should be valid, 'reliable, replicable, and fairly simple
to administer, explain, and understand. categories for collecting
attitude information include self-reports, reports_of otters,
sociometric procedures, and records. To insures 'effective attitude
measurement, one must identify the construct to be measured and find
an instrument that will measure the relevant construct. If no
existing measure is available, the instructional developer will need
to construct his/her own test, recognizing the critical importance of
reliability and validity of information. A pilot study should be
conducted in order to revise tests for actual use. When testing is
completed, resulting data must be summarized, analyzed, and disnayed
for the consumer. A bibliography and examples of the measurement
process are included. W100
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`'Specialists and instruttional evelopers'generally ask three

questions when the measurement of- attitudes is promoted as a component of

the instructional design process.

Why are attitudes important in the teaching /learning process?

Why is it important to measure attitudes?

How are attitudes measured?

This paper will attempt to answer these questions.

ance of Attitudes and A i ude Measurement

he the instructional developer designs--a classroom activity there

should be at least two categories of learning outcomes in mind--those

di==cted toward cognitive goals, and those relatedvto the attitudes of the

earner., There is little need to discuss the ratiOnale for the importance

of information acquisition by a learner as a result of instruction. The

need for establishing attitudinal goals and for planning activities

designed to produce affective outcomes in learners as a consequence of an

instructional sequence is a little more difficult to explain to many.

However, it has become increasingly apparent to many involved in educe-

tional technology research that one,of the major, unique consequences of

mediated instruction is not directed toward - =knowledge gain. Rather,

instruction from television, film and slides often produces certain

attitudinal positions in students not necessarily found when Media are

not used in teaching. In a-recent review of educational technology

research it was found that when attitude hypotheses were tested, over

fifty percent of the time desired attitudinal positions or changes were

produced (Simonson, 1977; 1979a; 1979b). In other words. in but

I
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Additionally, attitudes have three components: affective, cognitive,

, .

.and behavigral (Zimbardo:.and Ebbetini, 1970) The affective cemponent is

aid to consist of. a person's evaluation of, liking'of, or eMot onal

response tie some object or person. The cognitiVe componen concep-
.

tudlized as a person's beliefs ace, or factual knowledge f, the object

or pers6n. The behavioral component involves the person vert, behavior

-1
directed toward the objec_

Par

person.

How Attitudes are

-Since-attitudes are defined as latent,, and not observable in-them-

selves, the instructional. developer must identify same behavior that would

seem to be representative of the attitude in question, so that this

behavior might be measured. This Maracteristic of attitude measurement

is justifiably the most criticized limitation of this area of educational

evaluation. However, without going into the question of the over-all

validity of attitude measurement, there are several generally recognized

procedures wed to determine an individual's or group's attitude toward

some object or perslin. It is those orocedures that are outlined below.

CHARACTERISTICS OF MEASUREMENT: Before procedures for measuring attitudes

are discussed, there are several

charac istics of measurement, in general, that should be considered in

order determine if an evaluatiOn to ique is an effective one.

Basica_ attitude measures should:

be valid -- In other hords, is the instrument appropri ate

needs to be measured?

able Does the meas yield consistent results?



No.
.

ete,fairbusimpleAo-adMfnister, explanL and Generally,

the, measures that yield ',Score Of4niittude position

epitomi4 the fhtirt ot-thit characteristic, althOugh the

=!-=_

single "score" may be deficient in meeting the intent of other
.

.

.
6

characteristics of good measurement.
. ..,

, 4
be replicable -- In other words, someone else-should be able to use

easureon a different populitiOnTor-ina-different-sithatibil;-'-:.-

to measure the same attitude.

CATEGORIES OF ATTiTUEEM TUREMENT:. Basically, there are four categories,

or apprbaches, for collecting attitude

information. These approaches are:

self-reptirts; where the-members of a group report directly about

their own attitudes,

rlportk of others, where others port abut -the attitudes of a

J person or group,

gociometric procedures, volhere members of a group report about their

attitudes toward one another, and

records,' which are systematic accounts of regular occurrences, such

as attendance reports, sign-in -sheets, library check-out records.

and inventories.

Within each of these categories there are one, or more strategies for

measuring attitude-related 'bihaviors. Most commonly, attitude measurement

is accomplished by one of the following tchniqJJes.

,-7=0 questionnaires

rating scales

interviews

a written reports

O observations

sociometrics
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PROCESS FOR ATTITUDE fittitsiiREkENT: Ariy attempt Stirentli

-'evaTilatiOn of attitude;-7requtt

sys 'Prpcess- be'forloWed.

effec tive measurement, WI they
F _

.-considerably, Generalfy 'there

ucktprocedures will not guarantee an

da increase, the:

are Six steps to'-be

ood.fif Wit occurring,

of owed during the

itude Was

lien if s ruct o eaiu learner could conceivably hive an

.1 4

ude -posItion toward anyobject, situation, or person. When instruc-
-",§ -

tipn clesi.gted, those attitudes that are'imporiant to the. learning

activity' should be clearly, identified' and defined. For examOle, if the 41

developer of -instruction ranted to asOertaim the impact of a certain type

of media on learners, the construct °* ude toward instruction by film"

could have been an attitude outcome that'Was evaltuated.

Find an Exi inrMe tsUre of the Construct - Once a certain attitude

has been identifi d the designet-Sfiould attempt to locate an instrument

that wil II, measure the relevant construct. Generally,- such tests will have

been tried out in other instructional situations and shoUld include some state-

,

ment of reliability and validit,c, Additionally, inWUCtib s for adminis-7

tration of the test selected should be- ncluded. This will,si*lify the

job of using the instrument for the instruct -oral developer.

The mos t obvious disadvantage to using a pre-prppa red measure IS that

it may ri,6t be evaluating the specific attitude construct being studied.

Even if this is-the case, it may sometimes be possible to extract

valuable information_from an instrument designed to test an attitude

position similar to the one of specific interest.

There are a large number of sources for finding existing attitude

instruments. Buro ' Mental Measurements Yearbook is probably the rolit
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to ditermine

'the OPP. ef- test and-

of validity.

-test depends, on a number of factors, such as

ended. use. B sically, there are four. _ categories

c:211§Ala160jlitty:(er the extent to which you can _be sure a measure.

re ieserfts the attitude construct whose name ,appears- in, its title)

can. be deterinined by:

opin fiIns of judgei,

correlations to other measures of the same construct,

measures of criterion,group subjects (those who obvioysly

pes.Pessthe construct), or

4. appeals to logic.

o-Content validity (or the representativeness of the sample of

question's included in the instrument) is usually determined by

careful analysis of the items in the test. There is no simple

process to determine content validity other thane close, thoughtful

examinati each item separately, and all items tether..

o Concurrent dit (or the agreement' of a test with a parallel form

of the test on the same topic that was administered at approximately

the same time) is determined by correlating the result§

parallel measures of the attitude. This correlation coefficientis

reported at index Of concurrent validity.

/
o Predictive lidity (or how ;4211 a measure will predict s future

of two

behavior) is determined by comparing results of an attitude test

, ,

to some measure of behavior gtVen at some point in the f(utur

Again_ this type Of validity is usually expressed by a corre Lion

coefficient found'Ae comparing results pf the two measures.
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Obviou determining -validity ictiMple task However, every
, . .

instruCttdna Aevelotier who conStructs.a.test of-any,type should* acu

aware of the need.te develop valid instruments.. Sind ther.is no single

established method for determining validity, thd test originator should use

care in constructing? administering and interpreting tests,, and their

results. Finally, .the cautions should be described to, and for, the

consumer =ofthe-test-data:

Reliability, or the ability of a measure to produce consistent resul
.

. ,. .

. .

i.s usukly-Tesi difficult to determine than validi=ty. There are several

methods_ Of determining'reliability_that_tan '*eastlY.used by, the attitude

i '

test developer. The "Test-Retest" method involves the re-administration, .

of the instru t to the target group and correlating the results. The

"Split-Halfu method uses an arbritrary division of the instrument into

1/4

two halves. Results from -.each half are correlated and reported as a

"Alternate-Form" reliability involves thereliability coerlIcient.

correlation of the result of two parallel forms of tests o'F the same

attitude construct. Each subJect takes each form and the resulting
.444-

correlation is reported as a reliability estimate.

Eich of these techntques will yield a score from 0.00 t6 1.00. The

higher the number, the more-reliable the test. Generally speaking,

reliability coefficients above 70 are considered respectable. Scores
,

above .90 are not uncommon for standardized attitude tests. As with

validity, the results of reliability estimation 'should be reported. to the

consumer of your testing activities`. (For more information on validity

and reliability estimation see Anastasi, 1968; Cronbach, 1970; Fitz-Gibbon,

19781 lienerson, 1978; or Talmage, 197&).

4. Conduct JIlaLiplek - While it is possible to obtain validity and



..

reliability data during the actual.tes

activity,-it is much more logical to at least try out attitude initruments

before they are formally used., This should be done id order t& obtain
I.

),IPOrOpriate data, but also'to uncover mtnor .but troublesome, adMinistra,

.,,give problems, such as misspellings, poor wording, or4onfusing directions.
...

5. Revise Tests for.Actual Mei- Results. of pilot testing'should be.used

Wish,"-attitude

eliminated the measure is ready

struments.= 'Once, the'-"bug "- -have=

be used with its intended target iudience.

4
. F

6. Summarize, Analyze, and DisPlay-Results.- When testing is completed
,

resulting -data must be interpreted. Generally, attitude test results

should- be handled similarly to any other test information. Obviously,

numerical data is easier to manipulate han verbal information. Whatever

attitude:responses have been collect t is important to summarize,

analyze and display theesults in such a manner that they are easily

and quickly understood by others. example, raw data should be

collecieCand recorded on some type of summary sheet. A "quick-tally"

sheet is often used when data'is to be hand scored- (see Figure 2). When

data is to be machine scored it should be recorded on the familiar 80

column coding sheet. This sheet corresponds to the standard 80 column

computer card. An even simpler tethnique for coding' data is to have

students respond to attitude test items on f "mark-sense" (optical

scoring) shet. When this type-of scoring-sheet is used, the raw data

can be easily accessed for computerized statistical analysis without the

need for intermediate coding steps' (see Hener n,

After data has been collected and coded

researchers consider "Agreement Scale" data to be

(Ferguson. 1971). so it can by analyzed using standa

be 'analyzed, Most

dinal-Scare
4

of descriptioh

I
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The Agreement Sy ..de
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The Iniqc common agreement stale also consists ul .ri 5 of atlittiLle
siatemenrs. Unlike Ilic ordered scale, however, these sentences do not
repiescni yradatimis ;mouth. They embody extreme statements

,17 clearly unfavorable Ili. agre.inetil scale
4 wljg gailgc by hav1118 leSp011ds;n13 ici,(311 111t:
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